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“Birthday Month 2014” Terms and Conditions
Campaign Overview:
The “Birthday Month 2014” campaign is a spread refund campaign aimed toward
Admiral Markets UK Ltd.’s existing and prospective clients. The campaign is valid for one
month between 12.06.2014 to 12.08.2014. The client may participate at any time within
that period and the campaign, which will last for 61 calendar days from the point that
the client meets the specified deposit amount, within the campaigns duration. In order
to participate in the campaign a client would be required to deposit a minimum of £1000
excluding any funds previously held within any of the Admiral Markets brand companies.
Each client will be required to comply with a minimum trading volume requirement in
order to receive a spread refund. For the purposes of this campaign only a typical
spread value will be refunded. The maximum amount of refund possible is £1000
pounds per trading account, per deposit.
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General Terms
1.1. The “Birthday Month 2014” campaign (“Campaign”) is valid from 12.06.2014 till
12.08.2014.
1.2. The Campaign is held by Admiral Markets UK Ltd. (“Admiral Markets”).
1.3. Only clients of Admiral Markets UK Ltd. are eligible to participate in the campaign.
1.4. Both existing and new clients are eligible to participate in the campaign.
1.5. Each participant of the Campaign (“Participant”) will be entitled to trade FTSE100
with “0” spread in accordance with the following:
1.5.1. A participant should hold or open a new Admiral.Standard account and deposit
£1000 or above in order to participate in the campaign.
1.5.2. The spread value for FTSE100 trades will be refunded to the participants trading
account after 61 calendar days of deposit date (the date that the amount will be credited
to the trading account). At the moment of trading the client will pay the usual spread to
Admiral Markets UK Ltd. and the spread will be shown as usual (the difference between
bid and ask price).
Example:
The new Admiral.Standard trading account is opened and approved on the 16.06.2014
and the deposit is made on the 17.06.2014, the deposit is processed and credited to the
trading account on the 18.06.2014, hence the first calendar day of trading will be
18.06.2014 and the last day will be 18.07.2014.
1.5.3. In order to receive a refund on the spread the client has to complete a trading
volume requirement. The trading volume requirement is 100 FTSE100 contracts within
30 calendar days after the deposit has been made.
1.5.4. Each client should assume and accept that the typical spread for FTSE100 on the
Admiral.Standard account is 1 point, or 1 GBP during the daytime session. Participants
are welcome to trade anytime, around the clock during the weekdays, however, only a
typical 1 point spread will be refunded, nonetheless the volume generated outside of
the daytime session will be taken into account toward the trading volume requirement.
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Example:
A client opens a new Admiral.Standard account and deposits 1000 GBP on 13.06.2014.
Throughout the upcoming 30 calendar days, the client trades 95 FTSE100 contracts
during the daytime session and 5 FTSE100 contracts overnight. The total spread paid by
the client amounts to £95 for the daytime session and £40 over the night session.
Overall the client has completed with the volume requirement and will receive a spread
refund as follows: 100 FTSE100 contracts multiplied by the daytime spread value (1
point/£1). The refund will equal to £100.
1.5.5. In order for a position to count toward the trading volume requirement, the trade
should remain open for at least 3 minutes and the profit or loss of the trade should be a
minimum of 3 points.
1.5.6. Clients with Admiral Markets UK Ltd. Admiral.Standard accounts that are
connected to any other promotions, campaigns or bonuses previously offered by
Admiral Markets UK Ltd. that have not yet expired are not eligible to participate in the
campaign, unless they open a new “promotion free” trading account.
1.5.7. The maximum amount which can be refunded for this Campaign is £1000.
1.5.8. The deposit should be made between 12.06.2014 to 12.08.2014.
1.5.9. Should the client hold more than one Admiral.Standard account with Admiral
Markets UK Ltd., only one account may be used for the campaign and only FTSE100
trading volume completed through the chosen account will be taken into consideration.
1.5.10. The spread refund will be credited to the same account in which the trading took
place.
1.6. Under no circumstances should a Participant’s trading strategy take into account the
terms and conditions of this Campaign. All trading decisions should be made based
upon the Participant’s understanding of the markets and involved risks and the
Participant’s specific trading strategies.
1.7. Should and Admiral Markets UK Ltd. client wish to participate in the campaign, a
new deposits has to be made. The new deposit is defined as a deposit that has not yet
been traded within Admiral Markets UK Ltd. or any other Admiral Markets brand
companies across the globe.
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1.8. The final refund will be calculated within 7 working days after the 30-calendar day
expiration period. Should the client not reach the trading volume requirement a refund
will not be processed.
1.9. Admiral Markets UK Ltd. reserves all rights to amend, change, discontinue or cancel
the campaign at any time at its sole discretion and without any prior notice. The
participants will be informed via email.
1.10. This campaign is a subject to Admiral Markets UK Ltd.’s Treating Customers Fairly
policy.
1.11. Under no circumstances should a Participant abuse, neglect or attempt to abuse
this campaign and its terms. Should Admiral Markets UK Ltd. suspect that a Participant
has abused or attempted to abuse the campaign or otherwise acted with a lack of good
faith towards Admiral Markets UK Ltd., Admiral Markets UK Ltd. reserves the right to
deny, withhold, cancel or withdraw any amounts from the participants trading account
in regards to this campaign. All disputes will be resolved in accordance with Admiral
Markets Complaint’s resolution policy.
1.12. It is the sole responsibility of the Participant to ensure that all applicable taxes and
fees in regards to this Campaign are paid in accordance and relevant to the Participant’s
jurisdiction.

Risk Warning: Trading foreign exchange or contracts for differences on margin carries a
high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. There is a possibility that you
may sustain a loss equal to or greater than your entire investment. Therefore, you
should not invest or risk money that you cannot afford to lose. You should ensure you
understand all of the risks. Before using Admiral Markets UK Ltd. services please
acknowledge the risks associated with trading.
The content of this Website/terms/promotion must not be construed as personal
advice. Admiral Markets UK Ltd. recommends you seek advice from an independent
financial advisor.
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